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About This Game

Try your hand at the VR spaceflight challenge reviewers have dubbed “not a hurl fest!” Enter a world full of immersive alien
landscapes through which you must navigate at high speeds, using lightning-fast reflexes to score points and earn your rep as the

ultimate starfighter pilot. How long can you survive?

PolyRunner VR is an addictive, high-quality experience that tests your skills against an other-worldly, ever-changing landscape
rather than testing your ability to maintain control of your stomach. This engaging virtual world offers more interesting,

challenging terrain the further you progress. All the while, you can collect bonus points for your precision by navigating through
checkpoints and utilizing boosts to give you an extra edge. The intuitive controls make it easy for anyone to compete in this

spaceship runner, but mastering flight skills is a feat that will earn you a place among the top guns and make you worthy of a
personal theme song that would inspire jealousy in any maverick pilot. Will you accept the challenge?
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A spaceflight runner designed to put your skills to the test

Intriguing, immersive landscapes that change as you progress

Checkpoints and boosts that help you earn even higher scores

An incredibly comfortable VR experience

Multiple control options to suit your preference

Intuitive and easy to learn, but challenging to achieve top scores
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Title: Poly Runner VR
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lucid Sight, Inc.
Publisher:
Lucid Sight, Inc.
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2016
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poly runner vr apk. poly runner vr

Wow! Bought this for me an my son. We played 3 games over a 1 hour period. Sadly, I got dunked on every game, but I'll
definitely pwn him next time. This is a must have game if you like RTS, or startegic games. The balance of resource collection,
and force development is very well done, and the fog of war is on point. It is very reminiscent of "HomeWorld" sans the
awesome music score. I have yet to play with the in game options, or build my own ship, but I am looking forward to it.

For less than $6.00 this is a steal. Get this game, and help support this awesome developer!!!. Much better than the last episode,
But there still isn't anywhere near as much freedom as there was in the first episode. It's very linear and some of the choices you
make throughout the episode just feel like they amount to nothing at the end.

But like I said this episode is far more entertaining than the previous one, The novelty and charm of the first episode's
storytelling is back and we're not just groundhog daying our way through most of the game like it felt like we were in episode
two.

. 18 Floors promised, only 2 available. They ran out of funds or ran off with the money but there was running going on. By the
way it's buggy on Windows Mixed Reality devices and besides visual artifacts you can't properly rotate notes, which is
something you'll want to do a lot. Avoid.. Not your average procedurally-generated rhythm game.

Best way to play is to set difficulty to none and fly around the trippy lightshow visualizer spacescape, maybe shooting at the sun
sometimes for flashy effects.
Or you can actually do what the game tells you and shoot the "robot nazis". That's fun too.

Drugs highly recommended when playing.. I love this game. It's super cute, small, and it's lovely. My only gripe is how the
trophies unlock after collecting 3 stars. It's not required, but getting three stars to only then learn that you blocked the trophy
was sometimes frustrating. On occasion, it would lead to a more creative solution, but sometimes it felt boring. Overall, very
cute game. Solid 9.5\/10. Awesome game! Needs a little work with the tips and helps but other than that its awesome!. Having
played a few point and click games before, Sacra Terra seems to enhance the game further with better story and cinematics.
Graphics are awesome as well.. seasons pass isnt working
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worst 100 rs i've ever spent......lol. Played for a while, found it pretty entertaining. Though I came about far too late to enjoy the
arcade experience this game is trying to emulate, it's still an enjoyable scrolling shooter.

I like the novel idea of being able to continue after your ship is shot down (even though it took a few seconds after it happened
for me to even realize it; I should probably do more reading before I play a game).. Wanshi is so innocent I will protect her with
my life. my wife left. Refunded it, Steep goes free on Uplay, Thanks Ubisoft :D. Money well spent.. I bought this skin cuz I
don't want to be distracted everytime I play the game
buy it if you dont want to be distracted too
. Amazing. 10\/10. Should have been Game Of The Year!!. Controls are terrible, gameplay is meh, and the overall sound, art,
and design of the game sucks. Definetly not worth any money, and worth even less time.. Wanted to buy Vegas Pro originally,
but gave this software a chance since it\u2019s cheaper. Surprisingly, this software is more than enough for editing my videos
and pretty easy to master too! I did not encounter any crash or lags while using this for 2 hours straight so I say give this
software a go, if you don\u2019t like it just refund it.
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